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The paper titled “Gender Conditioning through Animated Cartoons: A Study on Select Cartoons that shaped 

our childhood” concentrates on the portrayal of cartoon characters as stereotypes of gender relations 

pertaining in the society and the social conditioning offered through them at an early age. 
The first chapter “Introduction” deals with the evolution of cartoons from its initial phases to its present stage. 

Its technological evolution and its emergence as an important sector of entertainment among children also 

brings forth the recent studies of gender in popular culture in general and cartoons in particular. 

The second chapter “Gender Conditioning through Animated Cartoons: A Study on Select Cartoons that 

shaped our Childhood” provides information regarding the observations  made pertaining to the factors 

contribution to the Conditioning of a gender identity in children through cartoons, as to how they have become 

tools of social conditioning in children and their impact on the behaviour of an individual socialized into the 

society. 

The third chapter “conclusion” sums up the entire idea of Gender Conditioning through cartoons by scaling up 

the impact on a larger level and gives a glimpse of the counter trend emerging in relation to cartoons in the 

contemporary world. 

Keywords: Virtual learning, Technology, COVID-19 pandemic, Online teaching and learning process, Pedagogy, 

hybrid instructional activities. 

INTRODUCTION 

Animated cartoons have always been a stimulating 

presence in the realm of television entertainment 

since the advent of television media. It refers to “art 

of making inanimate objects move” (Britannica). In 

its incipient stages animators or cartoonists used 

hand painted images which were rolled in a loop 

around a light source and image was projected on 

the screen, later it evolved to images photographed 

on films and now has reached its pinnacle where 

animators employ CGI for spectacular animation 

effects. The history of animated cartoons precedes 

cinematic development over a century. The very 

first animated cartoon is said to be Emily 

Reynaud’s Pauvre Pierrot (1892). It consisted of 

500 hand painted individual images, however the 

first true animated film is credited to Emile Cohl’s 

Fantasmagorie (1908). It is the first animation film 

produced with traditional animation effects. Credit 

in animation is also attributed to British animator J. 

Stuart Blackton who used the technique of stop 

motion animation in his three-minute cartoon, 

Humorous Phases of Funny Faces (1906), 

technically making it the first animated movie 

captured on real film. The industry, though sparked 

off from Europe, predominantly from France, 

gained momentum with the arrival of U.S animator 

Walt Disney. In the Post World war entertainment 

sector, the U.S earned the monopoly in animated 

cartoons with little challenges from the Japanese 

anime industry. 

At its early stages animated cartoons were a 

theatrical ritual. They were projected as interludes 

between feature films as early as 1911. They were 

mainly showed to please the children among the 

audience leading to the creation of animated 

cartoons rendered as a quaint vaudeville act that 

relied heavily on “slapstick comedy, fast pacing, 

weak plots, in favour of action, visual impact, stock 

characters and a pivotal dependence in 

music”(Burguera 66). These animated cartoons 

were set in cabarets and night clubs and became a 

medium of entertainment among the ‘little’ 

audience. Felix was the first unique and original 

animated star to be created specifically for the 

screen; he wasn't derived from the comics or some 

other source, although he retained remarkable 

similarities to Charlie Chaplin's Little Tramp. Felix 

originated in Pat Sullivan's studio, but was drawn 

and designed by young animator Otto Messmer. 

Animation in its golden age of theatrical grandeur 

suddenly shot to a booming business of 

entertainment with the arrival of Disney studios. 
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This ushered in the ‘Disneyfication’ of animated 

cartoons, where Walt Disney gave a new formula 

for animated cartoons- a combination of pleasant 

aesthetics with appealing sentimentalism and 

neutral ideology. Graphic novels or simply comics 

became the feeder material for most of the later 

animated cartoons. Disney was successful in 

creating a good deal of characters that occupied a 

place of permanence among children. The trend 

was anthropomorphizing animals, rendering them 

as a tool for expressing childish feelings. The iconic 

Mickey Mouse, a product of anthropomorphizing, 

made his debut in Disney’s Steamboat Willie 

(1928) that later became a franchise in itself with 

addition of other characters like Donald Duck, 

Daisy Duck, Minnie Mouse, Goofy, Pluto and 

others and also the mascot of Disney in particular 

and global animation Snow White and the Seven 

Dwarfs (1937) became the first well known feature 

length animated in general. In the 1950s the screen 

format changed. Lady and the Tramp which came 

out in 1955 was the first movie displayed in 

Cinemascope, a widescreen movie format. Sleeping 

Beauty (1959) also came in widescreen. In 1940’s 

Disney took a leap further by blending animation 

with live action as in The Three Caballeros (1944) 

having Donald Duck dancing with Aurora Miranda-

setting the stage for future endeavours like Mary 

Poppins, who Framed Roger Rabbit and Enchanted. 

By the beginning of the 1950’s television had 

revolutionized the American audience and the 

Renaissance in television animation was led by the 

famous William Hannah and Joseph Barbara 

(Hannah Barbara productions) along with the 

Warner Bros. entertainment and MGM studios. 

Entities such as Leon Schlesinger, Harman-Ising 

Productions, Friz Freleng, Tex Avery, Chuck Jones 

or Charlie Thornson challenged the hegemony of 

Disney in the animation industry. Burguera opines:   

Warner Bros. would swell the casts of their shorts 

series –Looney Tunes and Merrie Melodies– with 

names that still remain well known, while other 

recent creations had already fallen into oblivion: 

Porky Pig, Daffy Sheldon Duck, Bugs Bunny, 

Elmer J. Fuddle, Tweety Pie, Sylvester J. Pussycat, 

Yosemite Sam or Pepé Le Pew, among many 

others. The plots of most of the shorts went from 

the vaudevillian and musical numbers to the chase 

formula, which employed more violence in these 

cartoons than in the ones by Disney. In this 

subversive way, Warner Bros. took the reins of the 

short theatrical animation. (66) 

Hannah-Barbara too contributed to this tele-

renaissance through cartoons like Scooby-Doo, the 

Flintstones, the Jetsons, Yogi Bear, and The Smurfs 

their most important contribution being The Tom 

and Jerry series which they did in collaboration 

with MGM studios. 

The 1980’s marked the next dominant shift in 

animated cartoons. Disney started using computers 

to animate scenes in hand-drawn films like The 

Black Cauldron and especially The Great Mouse 

Detective. The 80s also witnessed the emergence of 

the Japanese anime industry especially animations 

like Hayao Miyazaki's Castle in the Sky, Neighbour 

Totoro and Kiki's Delivery Service, with their wide-

eyed and wide-mouthed characters, pretty much 

charmed anyone who saw them. And Isao 

Takahata's Grave of the Fireflies is arguably one of 

the most moving war movies ever made. The 

1990’s witnessed the musical Renaissance of 

Disney with fabulous productions like The Little 

Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin, and the 

Lion King that were also show stopping, Broadway-

calibre musical extravaganzas. 

Animation took an altogether new form with the 

arrival of CGI and the famed ‘Toy Story' by Pixar 

marks this revolutionary turning point in animated 

cartoons. It went on to produce animated feature 

length movies like Finding Nemo, the Incredibles, 

Ratatouille, WALL-E, Up, and Monsters University. 

Over the years, the development in Western 

Animation has also led to the steadfast development 

of the Indian animation industry. After the 

telecasting of ‘Ghayab Aya' in Doordarshan (1986) 

the industry has progressed to greater heights. 

Companies like Climb media, Toonz animation, 

Phoebus media, ACK media, AUM animation 

studios and Green Gold animations are some of the 

leading producers of indigenous animated cartoons 

like ‘Chhota Birbal', ‘Tenali Raman’, ‘Amarchitra 

Katha', ‘Chhota Bheem', Mighty Raju, ‘Prince 

Arjun' etc. Today animated cartoons have shed off 

its 2D technology in exchange of new 3D 

technology rendering a smoother audio-visual 

experience. 

Gender in cartoons has only been a recent 

investigation with only fever research conducted in 

the topic. Ever since the evolution of the feminist 

movements and the subsequent development of 

gender based notions, it has been frequently applied 

to all realms of popular culture and literature be it 

film, literary pieces and culture to decode how 
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these are rendered as instruments to perpetuate the 

‘sex/gender system' : 

A set of arrangements by which a society 

transforms a biological sexuality into gendered 

beings whose activities and roles are expected to 

correlate with biology; deviations from assigned 

and anticipated entailments from one's biological 

sex are taken signs of pathological or criminal 

behaviour. (Potter, 61-71) 

By normalizing gender-based stereotypes. Studies 

have been carried out and works have been widely 

criticized for glorifying the accepted gender norms 

of the society .Considering the arguments posed by 

the feminist theorists where they assume gender 

roles to be predetermined, that are not natural but 

social entities where each individual is trained to fit 

into the roles, the same has been with the case in 

cartoons as well. 

Ever since its inception and subsequent 

development animated cartoons have seen fast 

paced development in technology with the forward 

movement of the timeline but the social scenario in 

cartoons has not undergone a change. It has slowly 

taken over the role of gender socialization that was 

earlier carried out by mythological stories and fairy 

tales. In earlier days the joint family stricture was 

an important aspect in gender conditioning. They 

employed it mainly by drawing stereotypes of male 

and female characters from mythological stories. 

Also, the habit of reading was in vogue and such 

gender stereotypes were also perpetrated 

henceforth. But with the decline of the joint family 

institution and the advent of television led to the 

decline of age-old mythological stories and the 

reading habits and was replaced by television. 

Television though unfortunately opened the avenue 

for the portrayal of mainstream stereotypes of 

societal norms thereby substituting itself as an 

agency for gender segregation. Although it was 

intended as a means of entertainment among 

children, it came to reflect the trends pertaining to 

different ages mainly evident through the mise-en-

scene in popular animated cartoons. It became the 

voice for initiating changes in perspective but at the 

same time it also upheld the stereotypes pertaining 

to gender in society. One of the most influential 

roles that cartoons play is regarding the issue of 

gender. 

Cartoons have been an indispensable part of one’s 

childhood especially in the nineties and the 

consequent years, where children, fascinated by 

television used to spend hours before the screen, 

but what goes ignored is the impact that these 

cartoon characters create in the mind of a child. 

Unknowingly they are socialized into what society 

calls gender. Cartoons since its incipient stages has 

evolved to become one among the foremost factor 

contributing to the creation of a gender identity, 

setting parameters for each gender, 

Confining them within the parameters and infusing 

gender segregation at the earliest. This in turn is 

achieved through different ways. This thesis intends 

to throw light on how the issue of gender in 

cartoons is manifested in several ways that has been 

evident since the onset of animation cartoons, how 

it shapes the gender-based notions in a viewer and 

its implications. The issue of ‘gender’ has become 

an active topic in popular mainstream cartoons, 

conditioning the viewers to the societal norms of 

genders at an early age and constricting the thought 

of individual identity, thereby formulating gender-

based biases. 

A STUDY ON SELECT CARTOONS THAT 

SHAPED OUR CHILDHOOD. 

The studies on gender have contributed to the 

greater emancipation of notions on equality and 

have successfully threatened this social divide at 

the adult level but what went ignored is to stop and 

correct these notions at the earliest that includes 

animated cartoons that occupy almost 90% of a 

child’s screen time. Since the canvas is too large to 

contain in a single thesis a study centred around 

some popular cartoons namely -Mickey Mouse, 

Tom and Jerry, Chhota Bheem, Ben-10 series, 

Oggy and the Cockroaches are made in this regard 

to investigate their influence in shaping a gender 

identity in children that forms the basis of the 

gender identity of an individual in the making .Also 

certain other cartoons have also being stressed to 

highlight some peculiar aspects pertaining to gender 

creation. 

Each of these cartoons in particular and all cartoons 

in general when closely scrutinized can be 

conceived as a socializing agency for this gender-

based divide. Before the advent of television, the 

church and the mythological stories played the role 

of planting the gender divide in children by 

attributing certain traits to certain genders, for 

instance it is still considered a shame for men to cry 

on public because he is conceived to possess great 

emotional stability- a masculine trait of the society; 

also females are regarded as better ‘homemakers' 

with no interest in adventurous activities. This 
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strong trend of gender socialization also came to be 

imbibed by animated cartoons that have been 

playing a crucial role in manipulating the minds of 

children who ignorantly get exposed to the 

patriarchal constructs of society manifested in 

cartoons in many ways. Considering this, a survey 

was conducted in this direction to evaluate the 

influence that cartoons have created In making a 

gender identity at the teenage and adult level. These 

surveys were instrumental in analysing the impact 

and the importance of cartoons in gender studies 

and contribute to interesting observations. 

 Regarding the favourite cartoon characters the 

results of the survey were as follows: 

The most shocking information is that out of the 

total 100%, 57.58% were males and 42.42% were 

females. This interest towards the male characters 

stems from the greater aura and the privileges they 

are attributed in their portrayal. Generally male 

characters are portrayed as adventurous and the 

entire action is centred on them. For instance, Tom 

the cat and Jerry the mouse are evidently 

anthropomorphized male persona and the entire 

adventure is centred on their antics. In Chhota 

Bheem, Bheem is the central figure, In Ben -10, Ben 

does all the action; even his aliens are masculine be 

it Fourarms, Humangazaurus, Cannonbolt etc. In 

Mickey Mouse the trend is not different either, it’s 

Mickey, Donald and Goofy that are the centre of 

attention and in Oggy and the Cockroaches all the 

characters -Oggy, his brother Jack are 

anthropomorphized male pussy cats and the 

cockroaches (Dee Dee, Markee and Joey) are all 

male persona. While all the female personalities are 

just sidekicks and some, thoroughly oppressed .Be 

it the faceless dominant house lady in Tom and 

Jerry, Gwen Tennyson (Ben's Sister) , Chutki and 

Princess Indumathi in Chhota Bheem, Minnie 

Mouse and Daisy duck in the Disney franchise, 

Olivia (love interest of Oggy) neither of them are 

given the punchy shade of adventure . This in turn 

generates the common conception in both male and 

female children alike that it is only men who are 

endowed with adventure and chivalry and that only 

they have the capability in resolving a crisis  

Again, regarding the female gender, children are 

led to see them as sidekicks who do not have an 

independent existence without their male 

counterpart. Most of the male characters or all for 

instance are given intellectual ability as well. From 

the sly traps of Tom and Oggy to the logic of 

Bheem and Mickey the male characters are given a 

certain degree of intellect with their 

characterization, while the female characters appear 

stupid if not up to the intellect of the males. This 

point is best illustrated by the cartoon series Dexter 

where we see Dexter the male protagonist to be a 

genius scientist and his sister appears in absolute 

foil to his character, she is stupid, fools around and 

is devoid of an air of solemnity. This belief of male 

supremacy is further reiterated by the near absence 

of female protagonists as well. 90% of the animated 

cartoons have titular characters as male and they 

occupy almost 90% of the total screen space. 

Female characters are never made protagonists and 

even if they are made so, they always have a strong 

backing of a male character. To illustrate this let us 

take the examples of the animated cartoon Power 

Puff Girls. The series as the title suggests is the 

story about three girls -Blossom, Bubbles and 

Butterscotch who had acquired super powers owing 

to an accident mixing of chemical-X by the 
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Professor (their fatherly figure) the series presents 

the girls saving the town from mishaps and all ill 

fortunes by fighting super villains; but at the same 

time the professor is their last word. In all respects 

they do not possess an individual opinion of their 

own, also each time the new episode begins, the 

origin of the girls, which happened “accidently” 

owing to a mistake by the Professor is shown. This 

gives the impression that the spirit of adventure or 

the super power that the girls embody is purely by 

chance, clearly bringing out an undertone of 

justification from the animators for the deviation 

from mainstream gender norms of having a male 

heroic figure. But despite their powers they are 

controlled by the male presence (The Professor) 

and have no independent choice. Also, in the same 

series the head of the city is a male (The mayor) 

who is always assisted by a wise deputy, Miss Sara 

Bellum but her face is never revealed. She appears 

to be a key figure in resolving the crisis at hand but 

is never given credit for the same rather she is 

shown to be fragile and sexually attractive.   

Regarding characters another major observation is 

regarding the near absence of a female super-

villain. There is no need to call for an argument 

regarding this observation; this can be easily proved 

if one asks a child to list any ten super villains from 

their favourite animated cartoons that comes to 

their mind and it is very much probable that none 

would name a female super villain (because they do 

not have one). The only female antagonists that one 

could encounter in cartoons are witches and they 

too are shown to be easily crushed by the male 

protagonists. There are no punchy phrases, no big 

entries if the antagonist is a female while most of 

the male antagonists are celebrated for their 

strength and villainy that places them at par with 

the heroes, of course they do loose in the end fight , 

but they are shown as tough and highly competent 

demanding a hero to be extraordinary. While the 

fragile witches on the other hand pose no threat to 

the hero and can be defeated with a little deceit. 

Also another observation is that the one defeating a 

super villain is always a male and never a female. 

Her contribution is often confined to feeding the 

hero with his energy boosters (for instance Bheem 

is given laddoos by Chutki).  

The trend of sub-series is another aspect where 

gender roles are further manifested. Being 

developed from the characters in the original series, 

the sub-series may be modelled on a particular 

character or a particular event that may or may not 

be parallel to the original plot. Disney has many 

sub-series branching out from the main franchise of 

Mickey Mouse with Donald and Mickey in lead 

roles. Donald Duck even had his own film series 

starting with ‘Don Donald' another important 

example is the Chhota Bheem series created by 

Rajiv Chilka. The character ‘Raju' in Chhota 

Bheem later became the lead for the Mighty Raju 

series which itself became a new franchise. 

Similarly in series such as Chhota Bheem and 

Krishna, the lead roles are Bheem and Krishna. In 

Tom and Jerry too there were many animated films 

being produced retaining the duo in major roles. 

Attempts have not been made to model an entire 

series with a female lead or to completely develop 

the fragile female characters. This gender divide 

extended to the characterization of animated 

cartoons corresponds with the gender norms of the 

society thereby socializing them to the society's 

gender interests. 

Coming back to the issue regarding the number of 

characters in an animated cartoon it can be noted 

that the most of the important characters in 

animated cartoons are males with only fever or no 

female presence at all; not only in importance but 

also they outnumber the lead and supporting female 

characters by a large margin . The general screen 

time (the time or duration that a character appears 

on screen) and screen number (the number of 

animated characters on screen at a particular time) 

of male characters is seen to be very higher than 

that of the female characters. Also, the relative 

screen time of male characters with respect to their 

female counterparts records a steep rise. The 

number of male and female characters in all the five 

cartoons under study is displayed in table 1 given 

below:

Table.1 
 

Animated cartoons 

Lead male 

characters 

Supporting 

male 

characters 

Lead female 

characters 

Supporting 

female 

characters 

Mickey Mouse 6 19 3 4 

Tom & Jerry 3 7 0 4 

Chhota Bheem 8 Not definite 2 3 
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Ben-10 (original series) 15 Not definite 1 1 

Oggy & the Cockroaches 6 3 1 4 

A close scrutiny of the above data clearly reveals 

the aforementioned issue of screen space; it also 

brings out that the lead female characters are very 

low in comparison to lead male characters. Another 

striking aspect is that even the lead female 

characters are not well developed; they are silenced, 

stereotyped and rendered as objects not capable of 

stirring the plot. They cannot single handedly stand 

up to the challenges but always lurks in the male 

shadow; be it Chutkti, Olivia, Gwen, Minnie or 

Daisy.  

Gender identity is further created through 

stereotypes. Aligning with the notions of the society 

we find women in cartoons given more sex appeal 

other than relying on normal portrayal. There exists 

a popular trend in society that conceives females as 

commodities that is often pursued by men. The 

trend of competing and rivalling among themselves 

for getting the attention of a female is often typical 

in these cartoons and often this ends in foolery. In 

Tom and Jerry the final episode actually features 

Tom spending all his money and agreeing to do 

slave work for eternity so that he could get enough 

money to impress his love interest (Toodles) he 

loses her to his rival cat Butch and ends up heart 

broken in a railway track, around the same happens 

with Jerry as well, who, at the end is seen sitting 

beside Tom and the closing shot of a train sound is 

heard suggesting their imminent doom. This not 

only constrains the role of female characters to 

objects of pleasure but also gives out the notion that 

women are guided by material interests and men 

move out clean in the case of love. Mickey's pairing 

with Minnie Donald’s with Daisy and Oggy’s with 

Olivia all suggests   the same notion of women 

being mere objects ; that are to be pursued , whose 

worth is weighed by their outward beauty ,whose 

emotions are guided by material factors .They are 

only portrayed to be a stimuli to excite what 

Bharatha calls the “Sringara rasa” in their male 

counter parts .In Ben -10 too Ben's love interest 

Julie has no personality of her own and Gwen is 

also not independent but bound, initially by 

brotherhood and later by Kevin's (an initial 

antagonist later turned Ben’s ally) love towards her. 

This image when encountered numerous times 

creates an impression that leads to children being 

socialized to see females only as aesthetic 

commodities with no individuality in them, what is 

even worse is that female children who see 

themselves in these roles, is made to believe that 

their greater achievement lies in them appearing 

more aesthetically to most of her male audience. 

Her mind is tricked to maintain the fair appeal and 

demeanour that could give her worthy matches. In 

short right from childhood her mind is instilled with 

the thought of a prince charming also there are 

possibilities that she may mimic the behavioural 

patterns of such female characters thereby 

constraining her potentials as an individual.   

Another striking manifestation of gender appears on 

observing the roles of both the male and female 

characters. Males are portrayed as superheroes 

,given extraordinary capabilities and enjoy all the 

privileges on screen .They are seen doing all the 

actions from funny antics to beating up powerful 

villains. They are endowed with the inherent 

responsibility of a saviour and are given a larger 

than life portrayal. They are the apple of the eye 

and the centre of attention. But on analysing the 

female characters; again, they are stereotyped to be 

typical homemakers. The women that appears in 

Tom and Jerry without a face always makes her 

appearance wearing a cooking apron, similarly 

Minnie is portrayed in her household space doing 

all the household chores, again, in Chhota Bheem 

Chutki and her mother are shown doing all the 

household chores or making ladoos (the source of 

Bheem's energy). Olivia is mostly shown watering 

her plants and doing her curtains. This portrayal 

gives out the impression that girls are suitable for 

household chores or that they should give prime 

importance to maintaining the household and 

family while their male partners revel and enjoy all 

privileges. 

The mid-day.com in its article documenting the 

statement of Virani, a Marathi Mother and a 

feminist, quoted her saying about this issue. 

While Chutki is a fictional character, she represents 

the conditioning that girls and boys in India grow 

up with. Millions of Indian women have grown up 

to behave like Chutki, remaining passive and 

submissive, expected to toe the line while boys 

grow up to be dominant, decision- making Bheems. 

Her mother is constantly telling her not to go 

running around and climbing trees with the boys. 

(Smart) 

 This fact is clearly illustrated by the following 

image illustration: 
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On further scrutiny, more such stereotypes can also 

be found that contribute to what we term ‘Gender 

Engineering'. For instance when we consider the 

games played by each of the characters, a gender 

divide can be traced. Masculine characters indulge 

in games such as cricket, kabaddi, football, or 

intellectual games such as chess and puzzle solving 

while women characters are often seen playing with 

dolls or dancing, singing, hopscotch and mostly 

flirting. Games that involve physical labour as well 

as demand intellectual capabilities are reserved for 

the boys while girls being meek and fragile can 

only play with dolls. This is the impression a child 

is exposed to when he views such cartoons. Also, 

even if they (female characters) are playing hand-

in-hand with the male characters they could never 

reach up to their accomplishment. To illustrate this 

an example regarding an episode in Chhota Bheem 

titled '20-20' can be discussed. In the episode 

though Chutki is a part of the Dholakpur team and 

hits a six and takes a wicket against the 

Pehalwanpur team of Kichak (the antagonist) her 

contribution is out valued by Bheem's hatrick and 

his fifty-run stand, even Raju and the monkey 

Jaggu's contribution outshines Chutki's 

performance. Also, Indumathi, the princess is 

portrayed as a very weak player who cannot even 

bat or bowl properly, while the clownish twins 

Dholu and Bholu, who are far less superior to 

Indumathi in intellect and character, are given a 

more decent space. Another important factor is that 

Kichak's team does not feature even a single female 

player. This tendency of gender divide in games has 

been a part and parcel of the society and it feels 

normal because these tendencies have been 

normalised in the mind of the viewer of these 

animated cartoons. The boys are engineered to 

consider these games as theirs and to prevent the 

girls from taking entry to it and the females are 

conditioned to be subservient and to abstain from 

such games that involve tedious physical and 

intellectual exercise. 

Colour stereotyping as a common phenomenon of 

gender based divide has been perpetrated through 

these animated cartoons as well. The twentieth 

century convention that established sexism in 

colours was imbibed by almost all cartoons and 

persists even today. Most of the feminine characters 

are shown to be drenched in pink while the punchy 

colours such as red and deep blue have come to 

represent the masculine gender. 

An air of pink always surrounds the female 

characters be it in their costume, room, home or 

accessories. This can be observed in our cartoons 

under study. For instance in Chutki's dress (a shade 

of pink and violet with pink flowers) and her face, 

similarly Olivia's hair band and her entire home and 

her rooms, in Tom and Jerry all female characters 

have a pink headband or ribbon to enhance their 

beauty, Minnie’s ribbon and her frock is pink with 

white spots, Gwen Tennyson acquires magical 

powers (as the series progresses) and it’s rays are 

pink in colour. In cartoons like Dexter his sister 

appears pink from top to bottom in all series 

women are associated closely with the colour pink. 
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This factor can also be understood with an image illustration. 

In the image given we could see Oggy is given a 

blue colour, similarly Tom is given a greyish-blue 

shade, and Jerry a Coffee skin tone, Bheem is 

adorned with a saffron dhoti and Mickey with a 

scarlet trouser. On repeated exposure to these 

colour stereotypes the children are engineered to 

make colour associations and tend to identify the 

particular colour with a particular gender (here the 

colour pink with female gender and the bold 

colours with the male gender). This leads to a 

colour acquiring a degree of femininity and another 

colour acquiring a masculinity .Also these colours 

become something reserved for a particular gender 

prevailing in all their choices and is conceived to be 

ridiculous in context of any deviant behaviour. 

Hence the colour pink comes to have a certain 

degree of fragility associated with it and the males 

wearing pink are treated with some ridicule while 

females wearing ‘male colours are looked upon 

with suspicion. From their costumes to their 

accessories such as school bags, toys etc. these 

colour stereotypes carry a dominating influence. 

Stereotypes in characterisation is also manifested 

through the costume of animated characters and 

these ‘costume stereotypes' are ‘culture specific', 

they are modelled according to various cultural 

influences. In order to identify these, a cross-

cultural analysis of various cartoons should be 

made. On analysing the Japanese Anime cartoons, 

the Western Cartoons and the Indian animated 

productions this is clearly evident. The cartoons set 

in the Japanese co text features female characters 

wearing traditional Japanese costumes and males 

wearing the kimono and to indicate modernity a 

deviant trend is used. In western cartoons female 

characters are seen wearing apparels that brings out 

their sexual attractiveness rather than costumes that 

suits their comfort while male are seen wearing 

pants ,shirt and t-shirts. When coming to the Indian 

context female characters are seen with a saree or a 

traditional Indian gown while males are presented 

in clothing of their choice except any female 

clothing. This in turn leads to the creation of a 

gender specific costume. Also costumes of gender 

are reversed in Animated cartoons to create a 

comical effect thereby reinstating that any deviant 

behaviour would result in a comic exposition. 

All these stereotypes contribute to gender 

conditioning in children where the intended gender 

identity is being created rather than the individual 

identity. A segregation of gender becomes evident 

in the later stages and most of these stereotypes 

become symbols of identifying oneself with a 

particular gender. 

Another important observation regarding gender 

conditioning in children through cartoons can be 

found with respect to the LGBTIQ+ community. 

The sex/gender system proposed by the society is 

hostile to the ‘Third Gender' community. The male-

female binary forms the basis of the social construct 

of the gender and any deviant behaviour is regarded 

to be pathogenic or criminalizing. Animated 

cartoons when viewed through the lens of the 

‘queer theory'  defined as a theory that “looks at the 

history of cultural representations of the gay/lesbian 

as deviant, sick or criminal, while foregrounding 

sexuality as an important category of critical 

analysis when dealing with cultural texts…” 

(Nayar, 184).  is seen to have been perpetuating the 

accepted gender binary since its inception. 

It can be observed that most of the animated 

cartoons of our childhood had no screen space 
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reserved for the third gender community. In most 

animated cartoons they were never portrayed at all 

and even if they were portrayed, a sense of 

‘criminality’ was extended towards them. The 

transgender portrayal came to cartoons only in the 

1990’s till then no mainstream cartoons extended a 

screen space to the third gender community. 

Children only had a view of either the male 

characters or the female characters with all the 

common stereotypes embedded in them. This 

ultimately creates a notion regarding gender where 

children recognize and conceive only two groups of 

gender as normal – The male and the female. Their 

thought process and perspective comes to be strictly 

confined to these two gender groups. And these 

gender groups are made visibly familiar through 

their external appearance and costumes. Hence 

there is no room created for the accommodation of 

the ‘Third Gender' community. Hence the children 

grow with literally no knowledge regarding the 

existence of the LGBTIQ+ community ,but being 

an essential part of the mainstream society, on 

encountering this community, places their innocent  

psyche in a curious dilemma regarding ‘The Third 

Gender' community in the gender system. Since the 

gender binary has been naturalized by the cartoons 

and the mainstream society, children tend to regard 

the ‘Third Gender' community as deviant and 

abnormal from the mainstream gender binary. This 

together with the ‘criminal' narrative, supplemented 

to them by their surroundings tricks them to 

attribute a sub-human or sub-individual level to 

them. They fail to recognize or refuse to accept the 

‘Third Gender’ as individuals.  

An analysis of a child who expresses transgender 

behaviour should also be taken to account in this 

regard. Judith Butler in her Gender Trouble argues 

that gender is 'Performative construct'– ‘the 

gendered body is performative suggests that it has 

no ontological status apart from the various acts 

which constitute its reality' (136). 

In other words, gender is constituted by the various 

acts that one performs. In animated cartoons there 

is nothing portrayed regarding the behaviour or 

thought process of a transgender, only the accepted 

gender binary has been imbibed .This in turn makes 

a child with a ‘Third Gender' behaviour to consider 

himself a misfit in this society as his/her thoughts 

and urges does not confirm to that of the accepted 

norms of the society .He/She is made to believe that 

he/she has no function to perform and no role to 

enact, and thereby succumbs to a gender crisis. This 

in turn affects his/her personality and serves as foil 

to be socialized into mainstream society. 

CONCLUSION 

Gender Conditioning has been an ongoing 

phenomenon and animated cartoons have emerged 

as  an active agent through which a gender identity  

is created and made acceptable into the minds of 

children, who unfortunately are socialized into the 

mainstream gender identity . These gender 

representations and stereotypes form the foundation 

of what society calls gender. These cartoons 

thereby initiate a gender divide in almost all aspects 

of life. A notable observation can be made 

regarding the segregation of products based on 

genders. Most male characters are often used to 

endorse products for males where all these 

stereotypes -colour, clothes, behavioural; are again 

reiterated, while female characters are used for 

endorsing female products .For instance when we 

take the case of the product Kinderjoy it comes for 

'boys' whereas a special pack is maintained for the 

'girls', also the toys in them are different too, 

depending on the gender of the consumer. This 

happens in almost all walks of life leading to a 

segregation of gender at the larger level. 

On closer scrutiny regarding the portrayal of these 

animated cartoons, they combine to produce what 

this project calls gender conditioning, that portrays 

male individuals as strong, funny, emotionally 

stable, professionals, acing in sports and fine arts, 

riding on fashionable bikes while females on the 

other hand are beautiful, fragile, meek, talkative, 

cries a lot, is obedient, well behaved and don't ride 

any bikes. This in turn acts as pointers to the 

sex/gender system, setting invisible standards that 

are difficult to penetrate . Any deviation from this 

standard would automatically be conceived as 

deviation from ‘normal’ state inviting uneasy 

consequences. In short one could easily conclude 

that these animated cartoons ultimately become 

agents that naturalise this sex/gender system within 

the mind of the children. They act as powerful 

stimuli for a gender driven perspective shaping the 

desired gender identity. 

These animated cartoons becomes the instruments, 

inducing, what feminists calls 'internalised sexism 

or internalised misogyny'- “...when women 

subconsciously project sexist ideas onto other 

women and even onto themselves” (Cherry). In 

other words women understand their position to be 

inherently unequal and therefore do not see it as 
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unequal. They conceive the boundaries laid by the 

society as ample spaces to flourish and succeed and 

get comfortable with it, also they try to impose 

these boundaries on other women as well. 

Animated cartoons expose female children to the 

boundaries laid down by society by projecting 

various gender constraints; a pattern regarding the 

boundaries is woven into their mind and they are 

naturalised to become submissive. There occurs a 

division of privileges that gives the male gender an 

upper hand in society and female a submissive role. 

In short, female children are conditioned to fit into 

their moulds constructed by society and also to 

accept these as the general norms for gender 

identification. 

Males on the other hand are socialized into the 

mainstream patriarchal mindset. The animated 

cartoons portray males as more powerful in 

comparison to female characters. Thus males 

conceive themselves to be more powerful and 

dominant in comparison to the female gender. They 

imbibe a patriarchal status assuming that girls can 

only linger in their shade and require their support 

throughout their life. This paves a way for the 

suppression of individuality that is a hallmark of the 

feminine gender constructed by society. Also 

mainstream stereotypes associated with genders are 

also henceforth perpetuated. The characteristic trait 

of boldness, bravery and toughness is mistaken to 

be a male 'only' entity while meekness and fragility 

are assumed to be the staple of the feminine gender. 

However the recent investigations into the 

implications of gender have paved the way for the 

change in tides. Across cultural boundaries;  

identification, understanding and elimination of 

these gender based notions have been set into 

motion with the advent of feminism and the queer 

theory. Many studies regarding gender were 

conducted and countertrends have been initiated as 

well. These countertrends that dominated the visual 

media in the first half of the twenty-first century 

came to be expressed in animated cartoons as well. 

The famous animated cartoon Dora:The Explorer 

can be considered as an important milestone in this 

direction. The series for the first time featured a 

female protagonist-Dora with exploring , 

adventurous capabilities with an anthropomorphic 

monkey as her sidekick. It can be considered as the 

result of a countertrend where prominence was 

given to the female characters and where the 

animators broke off from the traditional constraints 

of gender, rendered by the patriarchal society. But 

at the same time the series can not be considered as 

fully free from gender based notions. Though it 

became a popular series among children the key 

notion of colour stereotype still persists in Dora's 

clothing (she is dressed in pink from top to bottom) 

also Dora, though the lead character cannot pursue 

her adventures without Buj (the male monkey 

persona) further there were attempts to introduce 

Diego as Dora's brother in an attempt to initiate a 

new franchise.  

Another progressive move was the telecast of the 

animated series The Simpsons where  transgenders 

were given voice for the first time in the history of 

animated series. Although transgender trends were 

visible since the 1960s but they were never 

mainstream transgender narratives. The 

representation of the LGBTIQ+ community could 

only be alluded to by certain behaviour of 

characters and were not vitally expressed. 

Animated cartoons such as Princess Sapphire, The 

Rose of Versailles, Urusei Yatsura, Patalliro!, 

SuperTed, Dragon Ball, Alfred J. Kwak can be 

considered in this direction . 

However with the advent of The Simpsons ,the 

animation industry initiated a big wave of 

progressive change , deviating from the accepted 

male-female binary - the cornerstone of socially 

constructed gender norms. Smithers is a semi-

closeted gay man Waylon Smithers and Patty 

Bouvier ride a float called Stayin' in the Closet! 

during Springfield's annual gay pride parade in a 

2002 episode, Jaws Wired Shut. In a 2016 episode, 

The Burns Cage, Smithers officially comes out as 

gay. Mr. Smithers' relationship with Mr. Burns has 

long been a running gag on The Simpsons, and 

during the Bill Oakley/Josh Weinstein era, Al Jean 

and David Silverman called Smithers "Burns-

sexual",but later the writers started to enjoy writing 

about Smithers and Burns' relationship in Season 

2,and in September 2015, it was confirmed by Jean 

that Smithers would come out to Mr. Burns in The 

Burns Cage. In Portrait of a Lackey on Fire, 

Smithers had a new boyfriend named Michael de 

Graaf, voiced by openly gay actor Victor Garber. 

For the first time the transgender identity was 

recognised and asserted but initially the narrative 

was fraught with a good deal of ridicule towards the 

community that later evolved to be a pride assertion 

of the LGBTIQ+ identity. 

When coming to the Indian context movements like 

#makechutkistronger  initiated by feminists such as 

Virani, a Marathi homemaker, who was inspired by 
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watching her son's role play as Bheem prompted 

her to file a petition to make the female character 

'Chutki' stronger in the much viewed animated 

series Chhota Bheem, has invited a roaring applause 

from  different parts of the country ,culminating in  

Green Gold Animations CEO Rajiv Chilka 

breaking the news of a flagship series on the roll 

with a new avatar for Chutki. Further, most of the 

emerging animated series have painted women 

characters with maturity, boldness and logic, 

catering to the demands of the changing social 

equations. This is evident in some regional cartoons 

like Super Suchi, where the plot is driven by Suchi , 

a scientist and aspiring inventor. Also, attempts 

have also been made to give an air of solemnity and 

personality to female characters.Mandy in  The 

Story of Billy, Mandy and Haddi is the best 

example in this aspect where, we see Mandy to be 

bold, serious and mature while Billy, the boy, to be 

the clown of the show. 

In short animated cartoons have become the 

modern medium for gender conditioning in children 

, it has emerged as one of the major tools for 

socialization of gender . Hence animated cartoons 

can be identified as a way to inculcate gender 

identity. Hence progressive trends initiated in 

animated cartoons could prove vital for the 

construction of a gender neutral society in this age 

of visual media domination. 
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